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welcome

we
lco
me

Our courses are designed with your future in
mind and we adapt to meet changes so you
are always in the best position to achieve
your life goals.
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CEO Message
Hello, my name is Ricardo

beneficial to all students as

Novais, CEO of Liberty

they seek the best solution

Construction College. My

to their study, work, and

belief in potential of the

future goals.

construction industry in
regards to skilled workers is

At Liberty Construction

so strong that I have become

College we believe that

dedicated to helping

students are the most

people learn and acquire

important asset we

right skills and pathways,

can have. Our personal

for rewarding careers and

approach in supporting

life opportunities. These

each student to achieve

pathways are especially

their goals and expected
outcomes, is a point that
makes all the difference to
their success.
As always, we are
continuously working on
to maintain our quality of
teaching, so we can provide
better services and support.
Our college is always
thankful for your constant
support since the beginning!
Let us work together and
effectively to help students
become another success
story in Australia.

Ricardo Novais
CEO
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About CEO
Background
Ricardo Novais is the CEO and qualified
Head Trainer of Liberty Construction
College. He is a renowned figure in the
Australian Construction Industry with over
16 years’ experience in multiple construction
projects.
His passion for construction can be traced
back to his early years where he spent
significant time working in his father’s
construction company, now known as CJB
Pty Ltd.

Experiences
Continuing the family legacy, Ricardo owns
a construction company named ICB Pty
Ltd. Furthermore, he has worked in several
low to medium rise residential and
commercial building projects such as
Westfield in North Lakes, Chermside,
Garden City; DFO, Brisbane Airport; QANTAS
Hangar, Brisbane Airport; Southern Coast
University, Gold Coast; Swiss-Bell Hotel,
Brisbane; Homemaker centres, Sunshine
Coast; high-end luxury apartments and
many more projects.
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Head Trainer
Driven by the mission to help people
become a valuable multi-skilled worker in
the construction industry and achieve their
goals in an increasingly demanding world,
Ricardo is indeed a true leader. He aspires to
maintain the excellence and guide students
to accomplish success in upcoming years.

Industry Connection
Ricardo is partnered with multiple reputed
construction companies all over Australia
where our students can get hands-on
experience and be industry ready.
Considering the obligatory requirement of
400 work placement hours for students,
Liberty offers this opportunity to all
students.

Job Opportunities
He ensures that each student is confident
to work in the construction industry.
His success rate of placing students in
construction jobs is evident that potential
candidates from Liberty always get the best
opportunities.
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About

us

Liberty Construction
College was
established in 2017
CJB Panels which
was founded in 1984
and ICB in 2015.
Throughout our
great history, Liberty
has offered access
to a wide range of
opportunities to our
students.

We continue to adapt new
ways of teaching, new
disciplines of study and ways
of learning. Our gift enriches
the experience of all students
by supporting efforts to
recruit top faculty, expand
academic programs and
respond to the emerging
needs of our campus and the
world.
Liberty construction college
provide you the practical
skills that is necessary to
transition seamlessly into
the workforce upon your
graduation.
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Our Vision
Deliver a world leading future-focused
educational experinece.

Our Philosophy
At Liberty Construction College we
believe that students are the most
important asset we have. We support
each student to achieve their goals and
expected outcome, is a point of different
this makes Liberty Construction College
different to other colleges.

Julie Lee
Principal
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OUR
campuses
Our three campuses are based in
Queensland (Spring Hill, Sunshine Coast
and Murarrie (Student-workshop) and one
in South-Australia (Adelaide) with student
Workshop at Kilburn. We take pride in
our ability to provide quality education to
students from all over the world with social
equity.

Facility
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Campus

Work-Shop

Our campuses are fully

Our workshops are well-

equipped with latest

equipped with sufficient

modern amenities such as

latest tools for all students

student lounge, computer

to learn and create their

room, vibrant innovative

own masterpiece. We

classrooms, and interactive

empower students to get

white-boards in each

hands-on experience to

campus.

thrive in the real world.

QUEENSLAND
Brisbane
Murrarie (Workshop)
Sunshine Coast
SUNSHINE COAST
MURRARIE
BRISBANE

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Adelaide
Kilburn (Worskhop)

KILBURN
ADELAIDE
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WHY

LIBERTY

Liberty Construction College is one of the best construction colleges in
Australia due to highly successful graduate rates. We provide students
the perfect blend of theoretical and practical knowledge. Students
at Liberty often get opportunities to work with real construction
companies as a result of our reputation and strong industry connection.
When you study with us, you make an
investment in your career and become
a valuable skilled professional.

Modern Classroom
Our campuses are fully equipped with latest
modern amenities.

Online Learning System

Our online study allows you to study
from anywhere in the world.

Flexible Payment
Flexible payment plans available for
all the courses.

Personal Academic Support
Personal support and advice to help students
cope with the demands of study.

Equipped Workshop
Our workshops are well-equipped with
sufficient latest tools for all students.

Strong Industry Connection

With strong industry connection, we
provide job opportunities to our eligible
student.

Successful Graduate Rate
Liberty produces high successful graduate rate every year.
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Testimonials
Our courses are
designed with your
future in mind, and
we adapt to meet
changes so you are
always in the best
position to achieve
your life goals.
Liberty College offers the
choice of three levels of
qualifications; Certificate III,
Certificate IV and Diploma.

Giuseppe Giaramita
Carpentry Student
I believe practical assessments
are crucial for understanding
and enjoys every minute with
experienced trainers.

Andrea Bianchi
Tiling Student
I obtained practical skills by
utilising knowledge, what I learned
from the class.

Our Programs prepare
graduates to work in the
construction industry by
delivering practical work
experience and classroom
knowledge.

Rajeshwar
Carpentry & Building and
Construction

Meet our students, and see
why they choose Liberty
Construction college.

Liberty helped me to complete a
big share of my 400 hours work
experience that I was required to
have before lodging the Provisional
skill assessment (PSA) to aquire my
485 Visa.
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Student

Benefits
Liberty Construction College is committed to student’s benefit and welfare. We
help students to enhance their skills and achieve success. We provide students
theory as well as practical knowledge that is important to work in today’s
construction industry.
We provide the work placement hours (360 or 400 hours) to be work ready with
a world-class qualification. We ensure that each student is confident to work
in the construction industry. High percentage of our graduated students have
successfully found jobs in construction and some have even established their own
company after the completion of their course.

01

White Card
We provide complemantary

04

job opportunities during the

Students, for certificate III

course.

courses.

Logbook Hours
We provide the work placement.
hours (360 or 400 hours) to be
work ready with a
world-class qualification.

03

Counselling Support
We provide counselling and
guidance support to our
students.
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With strong industry
connection, Student to reward

white card course to our

02

Job opportunities

05

Flexible Study (ONLINE)
We provide online class and
flexible time schedule through
the implementation of lecture
recordings to suit for your lifes style.
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COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRY
MANUFACTURE
BUILDING
EDUCATION
FUTURE
CERTIFICATE
WELCOME
INVESTMENTS
CONNECTION
AUSTRALIA
CARPENTRY
JOINERY
TILING
PAINTING
MANAGEMENT
BRISBANE
ADELAIDE
CONSTRUCTION
SUNSHINE COAST
KILBURN
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01

White Card Program
CPCCWHS1001
Prepare to Work Safely
in the Construction Industry

02

Managerial Course
BSBESB402
Establish Legal and Risk Management
Requirements of New Business Ventures

03

Carpentry

04

Joinery

05
06

CPC30220/104874G
Certificate III in Carpentry

CPC31920/107737C
Certificate III in Joinery

Wall and Floor Tiling
CPC31320/103806E
Certificate III in Wall and Floor Tiling

Painting and Decorating
CPC30620/107594B
Certificate III in Painting and Decorating

07

Building and Construction

08

Building and Construction

CPC40120/103785E
Certificate IV in Building and Construction

CPC50220/103755M
Diploma of Building and Construction

(Building)

09

Building and Construction
CPC50320/107593C
Diploma of Building and Construction

(Management)
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White Card Program
CPCCWHS1001

Prepare to Work
Safely in the
Construction
Industry
White Card is a mandatory requirement for construction
workers in Australia.
This course is mandatory for anyone who wants to work and
understand the safety and processes of the construction
industry relevant to today’s industry needs!
This unit of competency specifies the mandatory work
health and safety training required prior to undertaking
construction work. The unit requires the person to
demonstrate personal awareness and knowledge of health
and safety legislative requirements in order to work safely
and prevent injury or harm to self and others. It covers
identifying and orally reporting common construction
hazards, understanding basic risk control measures, and
identifying procedures for responding to potential incidents
and emergencies. It also covers correctly selecting and
fitting common personal protective equipment (PPE) used
for construction work.

Course Details

One Day Class

White Card

Student Resources
(Online Portal)
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.0 (no
lower than 4.5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 29 (no lower than 23 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Weekly

Course Outcome
l Nationally Recognised
l Valid in All states of Australia
l Right to Work in the Construction
Industry.

Outcome

Skill Summary
Construction safe work practices

99%

Using of PPE

95%

Accessing first AID

85%

Measures for controlling hazards

95%

Identify safety signs and symbols

90%
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Managerial Course
BSBESB402

Establish Legal and
Risk Management
Requirements of
New Business
Ventures
This course covers the skills and knowledge required
to comply with business regulations.

This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to
identify and comply with legal and risk management
requirements of the business or new business venture,
including negotiating, creating and planning for legal
contracts used within the business, where required.
The unit applies to those establishing a business providing
self-employment, as well as those establishing a new
venture as part of a larger organisation.

Course Details

One Day Class

Statement of

Student Resources

Attainment

(Online Portal)
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.0 (no
lower than 4.5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 29 (no lower than 23 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Weekly

Course Outcome
l Nationally Recognised
l Valid in All states of Australia
l National Recognised Statement of
Attainment for the unit: BSBESB402
Establish legal and risk management
requirements of new business
ventures.

Outcome

Skill Summary
Outline Business Registration and Licensing Requirements

99%

Following Taxation and Industrial Relations Principles

95%

Updating and Maintaining Legal Documents

85%

Identifying Options of Leasing or Ownership
of Business Premises.

90%

Monitoring Provision of Products and Services

90%
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Carpentry
CPC30220 / 104874G

Certificate III
in Carpentry
The construction industry is one of the fastest growing
industries in Australia with plenty of employment
opportunities and high pay rates.

This is a trade qualification for carpenters in residential
and commercial workplaces. It includes setting out,
manufacturing, constructing, assembling, installing and
repairing products made using timber and non-timber
materials.
We provide aim to prepare our students for the workforce.
This certification is offered as a mixed-mode course,
meaning students will spend time learning in class for
theory knowledge and practice skills in the practical
area, and also developing real work-site skills during job
placement hours.
Liberty students receive quality support, they get help to
find a work-placement and regular opportunities to meet
industry professionals.

Course Details

78 Weeks

Work

White Card

Student

(Including

Placement

Program

Resources

Breaks)

(400 Hours)

Included

(Online Portal)
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 10 or
equivalent and above.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 27

Total 7

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Carpenter - Commercial
l Carpenter- Formwork
l Carpenter- Residential
Outcome

Skill Summary
Carpentry Tools and Equipment

99%

Handle Carpentry Materials

95%

Plan and Organise Work

85%

Conduct Workplace Communication

90%

Measurements and Calculations

80%
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Joinery
CPC31920 / 107737C

Certificate III
in Joinery
The construction industry is one of the fastest growing
industries in Australia with plenty of employment
opportunities and high pay rates. This course can be your
ticket into the world of construction.
This is a trade qualification for joiner and stair builder
in residential and commercial workplaces. It includes
using different machinery to produce components;
manufacturing stair components; packaging manufactured
products for transport.
A joiner or stair builder is a professional tradesman who
builds things by joining pieces of wood, particularly
lighter and more ornamental work than that done by a
carpenter, including furniture and the fittings of residential,
commercial and industrial buildings and structures. The
work of a joiner or stair builder has to cut, shape and fit
timber parts in workshops to form structures and fittings,
ready for installation.

Course Details

94 Weeks

Work

White Card

Student

(Including

Placement

Program

Resources

Breaks)

(360 Hours)

Included

(Online Portal)
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 10 or
equivalent and above.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 18

Total 11

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Joiner
l Stair Builder

Outcome

Skill Summary
Carpentry Tools and Equipment

99%

Handle Carpentry Materials

95%

Plan and Organise Work

85%

Conduct Workplace Communication

90%

Measurements and Calculations

80%
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Wall and Floor Tiling
CPC31320 / 103806E

Certificate lll
in Wall and Floor
Tiling
Tiling is an interesting and stable growth industry. The
application and functions of tiles as they suit and match
environments aesthetically ergonomically and with
practicality.

This qualification provides a trade outcome in wall and floor
tiling for residential and commercial construction work. The
qualification has core unit of competency requirements
that cover common skills for the construction industry,
as well as the specialist field of work, wall and floor tiling.
Tilers work with materials like ceramic, glass, slate, marble
and clay. They cut these materials and lay tiles on walls
and floors, both interior and exterior. They may also add
decorative touches to their basic work.

Course Details

52 Weeks

Work

White Card

Student

(Including

Placement

Program

Resources

Breaks)

(360 Hours)

Included

(Online Portal)
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 10 or
equivalent and above.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 17

Total 3

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Tiler
l Wall and Floor Tiler
Outcome

Skill Summary
Handle Wall and Floor Tiling Materials

99%

Handle Wall and Floor Tiling Materials

99%

Repair Wall and Floor Tiles

85%

Measurements and Calculations

80%

Prepare Surfaces for Tiling Application

90%

Use Wall and Floor Tiling Tools and Equipment

95%
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Painting & Decorating
CPC30620 / 107594B

Certificate III in
Painting
and Decorating
The construction industry is one of the fastest growing
industries in Australia with plenty of employment
opportunities and high pay rates. This course can be your
ticket into the world of construction.
This is a trade qualification for painter and decorator in
residential and commercial workplaces. It includes handling
and storing painting and decorating materials; using tools
and equipment; applying paint by different methods;
removing and applying wallpaper.
A painter and decorator is a professional tradesman who
applies paint, wallpaper, varnish and other finishes and
special coatings to the walls, ceilings and other surfaces
of residential, commercial and industrial buildings and
structures. The work of a painter and decorator has both a
practical and a decorative function, since painting surfaces
not only protects them from weather damage, erosion,
mould and rust, but also makes them look more attractive.

Course Details

92 Weeks

Work

White Card

Student

(Including

Placement

Program

Resources

Breaks)

(360 Hours)

Included

(Online Portal)
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 10 or
equivalent and above.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 26

Total 3

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Painter
l Decorator

Outcome

Skill Summary
Apply Paint by Brush and Roller

99%

Handle and Store Painting and Decorating Materials

95%

Plan and Organise Work

85%

Conduct Workplace Communication

90%

Measurements and Calculations

80%
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Building and Construction
CPC40120 / 103785E

Certificate lV
in Building and
Construction
Job market in construction management is strongly
growing with so many construction projects in Australia,
particularly in Brisbane.

This qualification is designed to meet the needs of
builders and managers of small to medium-sized building
businesses.
This course is designed to meet the needs of builders
and managers of low-rise building businesses. Further
development in our on-site and practical work area and
experience on real construction sites of our industry
partners; you will gain top quality practical experience.

Course Details

26 weeks or
52 Weeks
(Including
Breaks)

Learning
Contracts,
Regulation,
Codes and
Standards
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Student Resources
(Online Portal)

Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 12 or
equivalent and above.
l Successful Completion of Certificate III in
relevant trade course.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 11

Total 8

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Builder
l Construction Supervisor
l Site Manager
l Site supervisor
l Leading Hand
Outcome

Skill Summary
Plan and Building or Construction Work

99%

Read and Interpret Plans

90%

Apply Legal Requirements

85%

Apply Building Codes and Standards

89%

Conduct On-Site Supervision

95%
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Building and Construction
CPC50220 / 103755M

Diploma
of Building and
Construction
(Building)
This course builds further on skills and knowledge
acquired in CPC40120 Certificate IV in Building and
Construction.

This course is designed to reflects the role of building
professionals who apply knowledge of structural principles,
risk and financial management, estimating, preparing
and administering building and construction contracts,
selecting contractors, overseeing the work and its quality
and managing construction work in building projects
including residential and commercial with the limitations.

Course Details

Learning to

Student Resources

(Including

Manage

(Online Portal)

Breaks)

Construction

52 Weeks

Work
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Successful completion of the Certificate
IV in Building and Construction 		
(CPC40120/103785E)
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 12 or
equivalent and above.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 24

Total 3

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Builder
l General Foreperson
l Building Inspector
Outcome

Skill Summary
Manage Construction Work

99%

Prepare Simple Building Sketches and Drawings

85%

Lead WHS Risk Management

92%

Legal Oblıgations of a Building or Construction

88%

Apply Legal Requirements to Building and Construction
Projects

90%
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Building and Construction
CPC50320 / 107593C

Diploma
of Building and
Construction
(Management)
This course builds further on skills and knowledge
acquired in the Cert IV of Building and Construction,
providing students with project management skills
in order to coordinate the planning and execution of
medium high-rise buildings

This course is designed to meet the needs of senior
managers within building and construction firms. Further
development in our on-site and practical work area and
experience on real construction sites of our industry
partners; you will gain top quality practical experience.
Our graduates of this course are well developed in advanced
building techniques and operations management, with
highly valuable on-site experience from our residential and
commercial construction projects in the city.

Course Details

Learning to

Student Resources

(Including

Manage

(Online Portal)

Breaks)

Construction

52 Weeks

Work
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Entry Requirements
l Must be 18 years old or over.
l Successful completion of the Certificate
IV in Building and Construction 		
(CPC40120/103785E)
l Academic Entry Requirements: Must
complete high school Year 12 or
equivalent and above.
l Academic IELTS Score overall 5.5 (no
lower than 5 in each band); or PTE
Academic overall 36 (no lower than 29 in
each band); or equivalent, or Liberty
Construction College internal ACSF/ LLN
Test result score overall level 4.
Core Units

Elective Units

Total 8

Total 7

Location

Method

All Campuses

Multi-Modal

Intakes
Monthly

Career Outcome
l Project manager
l Construction manager
l Estimating manager
l Sales manager
Outcome

Skill Summary
Manage Project Quality

99%

Prepare Simple Building Sketches and Drawings

85%

Lead WHS Risk Management

92%

Legal Oblıgations of a Building or Construction Contractor

88%

Manage building and construction business finances

90%
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Work
Placement

Portfolio
Our mission is to ensure
our students achieve their
study and career goals.
Julie Lee
Principal
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Carpentry Program
Project: WoodManor Playhouse
Demonstrated at the Workshop.

Wall and Floor Tiling Program
Practical Assessment
Demonstrated at Liberty
Construction College Workshop
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Carpentry Program
Practical Assessment
Student Demonstrated at Worksite.
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Study With Us

how to apply
Experience our fast online application process to start your
study journey with Liberty Construction College.
https://libertycollege.edu.au/apply-now/

The college will

01

Submit Online
Application for
Enrolment.

acknowledge receipt

02

of your application and
advise you if anything else
required to process your
application.

03

Accept the Letter
of offer and pay the
CoE amount.

04

Receive the
Confirmation of the
enrolment.

Your study journey begins at Liberty Construction College.

What’s Next?
If you submit the form above, we will endeavour to have an
answer to you within 48 working hours.
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Head Office
Brisbane Campus
Level 1
490 Upper Edward street
Spring Hill QLD 4000

(+61) 07-3161-6102
info@libertycollege.edu.au

Adelaide Campus

Sunshine Coast Campus

391 Churchill Rd,

18-22 First Avenue,

Kilburn, SA 5084

Maroochydore, QLD 4558

Murrarie Campus
(Student Workshop)
7/197 Murarrie Road
Murarrie, QLD 4172

f

in

visit: www.libertycollege.edu.au
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